Der PARAPROJECT® Case A16 Charge & Sync combines ergonomic design, flexible functionality and equipment protection based on a proven platform. Perfectly suitable for schools and educational institutions.

Charging, transport and storage case for up to 16 Android tablets and tablets rechargeable via Micro USB cable.

Our new PARAPROJECT Case A16 transports, charges, synchronizes and protects your mobile terminals easier than ever before. **Its empty weight is less than 14.7 kg.**

Factbox:
- 16 x separate and padded pockets
- single pockets for tablets (with or without protective cover) up to max.: length 215 x height 260 x depth 28 mm
- minimum own weight: Case A16: 14.7 kg, external dimensions: ...
- Charge & Sync Hub integrated, charges any type of tablet with 5V / 2.4 A output simultaneously
- Flex2Connect, easy cable management for Micro USB cable or future tablet models with USB Type-C™ connector
- further accessories and equipment can be integrated, such as Access Point, Samsung AllShare Cast Dongle, space and charging station for one master laptop
- supports other Android tablet models which enable charging and synchronizing via USB
- charging of all devices possible - in closed as well as in opened case position
- new: programmable external timer included in delivery

Synchronizing
iOS, Android and Windows devices can be synchronized in different ways by wireless means or via USB. As there exists such a large number of possibilities, which we cannot go into here, we are unable to provide a fundamental, best solution* in this context. It very much depends on your individual IT infrastructure and the respective administration systems.

Please refer to our website at www.it.parat.eu for further recommendations or simply scan the QR code
**PARAPROJECT® CASE A16**

- **208.605.179** PARAPROJECT Case A16 for Android tablets up to 10", EU version
- **208.606.179** PARAPROJECT Case A16 for Android tablets up to 10", CH version
- **208.607.179** PARAPROJECT Case A16 for Android tablets up to 10", UK version
- **990.552.999** USB data cable / charging cable to Micro USB
- **990.564.999** USB data cable / charging cable Type-C™ to plug 2.0 Type-A, length = 1 m

**Specifications:**
- Air grilles to provide optimum air circulation
- 4-way telescopic handle, extendible up to 1 m
- Central power supply with protection cap
- Charging inside the case possible even with the lid closed
- 2 lockable combination locks
- Push-in compartments made of lightweight and dimensionally stable ConPearl® material
- Bottom tray with foam material ensures best cushioning effect
- Programmable and external timer included in delivery
- Sturdy carrying handles on both sides
- 16 separators for Android tablets
- Ball bearing and smooth-running castors
- Robust outer shell made of recyclable high-tech ABS acrylic plastic
- Circumferential aluminum frame
- New: programmable and external timer included in delivery

*subject to technical changes
*similar to original product

**Android is a trademark of Google Inc., Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Inc., registered in the US and other countries. AllShare™ is a trademark of Samsung Electronics. USB Type-C™ and USB-C™ are trademarks of USB Implementers Forum and are only intended for use with products based on and compliant with the USB Type-C™ cable and connector specification.**
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